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BUILDING BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

RIO RIO HONDOHONDO

TRUCK ACADEMYTRUCK ACADEMY

Why do firefighters need to Why do firefighters need to 
know about Building know about Building 
Construction????Construction????

�� We must understand We must understand Building ConstructionBuilding Construction to to 
help us understand the behavior of buildings under help us understand the behavior of buildings under 
fire conditions.fire conditions.

�� Having a fundamental knowledge of buildings is an Having a fundamental knowledge of buildings is an 
essential component of the decisionessential component of the decision--making making 
process in successful fireground operations.process in successful fireground operations.

�� We have to realize that newer construction We have to realize that newer construction 
methods are not in harmony with fire suppression methods are not in harmony with fire suppression 
operations.operations.

According to NFPA 1001:According to NFPA 1001:
Standard for Standard for FireFighterFireFighter Professional Professional 
QualificationsQualifications

�� Firefighter 1 LevelFirefighter 1 Level

–– Basic Construction of doors, windows, Basic Construction of doors, windows, 
and walls and the operation of doors, and walls and the operation of doors, 
windows, and lockswindows, and locks

–– Indicators of potential collapse or roof Indicators of potential collapse or roof 
failurefailure

–– Effects of construction type and elapsed Effects of construction type and elapsed 
time under fire conditions on structural time under fire conditions on structural 
integrityintegrity
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NFPA 1001NFPA 1001

�� Firefighter 2 LevelFirefighter 2 Level

–– Dangerous building conditions created by Dangerous building conditions created by 
fire and suppression activities fire and suppression activities 

–– Indicators of building collapseIndicators of building collapse

–– Effects of fire and suppression activities Effects of fire and suppression activities 
on wood, masonry, cast iron, steel, on wood, masonry, cast iron, steel, 
reinforced concrete, gypsum wallboard, reinforced concrete, gypsum wallboard, 
glass and plaster on lathglass and plaster on lath

Money, Money, Money…..Money, Money, Money…..

�� Everything comes down to MONEY, Everything comes down to MONEY, 
including building construction.including building construction.

�� As John Mittendorf says “As John Mittendorf says “Although certain Although certain 
types of building construction are currently types of building construction are currently 
popular with architects, modern practices popular with architects, modern practices 
will be inevitably be replaced by newer, will be inevitably be replaced by newer, 
more efficient, more costmore efficient, more cost--effective methodseffective methods””

�� Considerations include:Considerations include:
–– Cost of LaborCost of Labor
–– Equipment Equipment 
–– Cost of Building MaterialsCost of Building Materials

�� Architects and engineers are continuing to reduce the Architects and engineers are continuing to reduce the 
mass, as well as changing the chemical composition of mass, as well as changing the chemical composition of 
building materials.building materials.

–– Changes in Fireground Operation timeChanges in Fireground Operation time

–– Rate of burning affects materials differentlyRate of burning affects materials differently

�� Renovations and remodels can affect a structure Renovations and remodels can affect a structure 
dramaticallydramatically

–– Exceeding load capacity of original componentsExceeding load capacity of original components

–– Unknown changes can present extreme hazardsUnknown changes can present extreme hazards

–– Multiple roof layers or floors that increase collapse, fire load and Multiple roof layers or floors that increase collapse, fire load and 

hazardshazards

–– Shoddy construction workShoddy construction work
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Having an updated and working knowledge of Having an updated and working knowledge of 
building construction helps provide the information building construction helps provide the information 
necessary to conduct a proper size up and provides a necessary to conduct a proper size up and provides a 
foundation for effective, timely and SAFE fireground foundation for effective, timely and SAFE fireground 
operations.operations.

�� Size Size –– UpUp

�� Structural IntegrityStructural Integrity

�� Ladder PlacementLadder Placement

�� Forcible EntryForcible Entry

�� Search and RescueSearch and Rescue

�� Ventilation FeasiblityVentilation Feasiblity

SIZE UP will get SIZE UP will get 
us started!!!!us started!!!!

WHAT KIND OF WHAT KIND OF 
STRUCTURE DO WE STRUCTURE DO WE 

HAVE!!!!!HAVE!!!!!

IS IT RESIDENTIAL????IS IT RESIDENTIAL????
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IS IT COMMERCIAL???IS IT COMMERCIAL???

AND?????AND?????

IS IT CONVENTIONAL???IS IT CONVENTIONAL???
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OR IS IT OR IS IT 
LIGHTWEIGHT???LIGHTWEIGHT???

Additional Important Things Additional Important Things 
We NEED to Consider!!We NEED to Consider!!

�� Construction Styles Construction Styles 
(Conventional/Lightweight)(Conventional/Lightweight)

�� Roof StylesRoof Styles

�� Construction MethodsConstruction Methods

�� Age of the BuildingAge of the Building

RESIDENTIALRESIDENTIAL
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction

�� Utilizes structural Utilizes structural 
members that depend members that depend 
on SIZE for strengthon SIZE for strength

�� Greater the span Greater the span 
means greater the size means greater the size 
of structural memberof structural member

�� Larger size of the Larger size of the 
member will take member will take 
longer to faillonger to fail
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Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Roof StylesRoof Styles

Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Gable RoofGable Roof

Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Gable RoofGable Roof

�� Typically Ridge board, Rafters, and Ceiling Joist Typically Ridge board, Rafters, and Ceiling Joist 
constructionconstruction

�� Collar beams and joists used for supportCollar beams and joists used for support

�� Typically 2” x 6” material or largerTypically 2” x 6” material or larger

�� Can also be true 2” x 4” materialCan also be true 2” x 4” material

�� Rafters and ceiling joists usually 16”Rafters and ceiling joists usually 16”--24” on center 24” on center 
but can span to 36”but can span to 36”

�� Ridge Board and rafters are an integral unit, and Ridge Board and rafters are an integral unit, and 
are separate and distinct from the ceiling joistsare separate and distinct from the ceiling joists
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Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Gable RoofGable Roof

Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Gable RoofGable Roof

�� StrengthsStrengths

–– Rafters Rafters –– 2 x 6 or larger2 x 6 or larger

–– Ridge poles, valleys, hips, valleys and where Ridge poles, valleys, hips, valleys and where 
rafters cross perimeter wallsrafters cross perimeter walls

�� HazardsHazards

–– AA--frame construction can lead to converted frame construction can lead to converted 
atticsattics

–– Ridge poles can be 1 x 6Ridge poles can be 1 x 6

–– Steep pitches can be difficult to access and Steep pitches can be difficult to access and 
ventilateventilate

Converted AtticConverted Attic
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Converted AtticConverted Attic

Conventional Construction Conventional Construction 
Hip RoofHip Roof

Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Hip RoofHip Roof

�� Similar to gable, but lacks the “A” frame Similar to gable, but lacks the “A” frame 
configurationconfiguration

�� Valley rafters join the rooflines togetherValley rafters join the rooflines together
�� Jack rafters and common rafters complete the Jack rafters and common rafters complete the 

structural membersstructural members
�� Layout of roof will determine extension of Layout of roof will determine extension of 

ventilation cuts ventilation cuts 
�� Rafter material usually 2” x 6” or largerRafter material usually 2” x 6” or larger
�� Rafters spaced 16” to 24” on centerRafters spaced 16” to 24” on center
�� Ridge Board and rafters are an integral unit, and Ridge Board and rafters are an integral unit, and 

are separate and distinct from the ceiling joistsare separate and distinct from the ceiling joists
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Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Hip RoofHip Roof

�� StrengthsStrengths

–– Ridge beams, valley and hip rafters, and Ridge beams, valley and hip rafters, and 
perimeter are strong pointsperimeter are strong points

–– 2” x 6” material is stronger2” x 6” material is stronger

�� HazardsHazards

–– Based on configuration of roof and dormers, can Based on configuration of roof and dormers, can 
be difficult to get an effective holebe difficult to get an effective hole

–– Pitches can be steep and difficult to accessPitches can be steep and difficult to access

–– Be aware of nail blocksBe aware of nail blocks

Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Flat RoofFlat Roof

Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
Flat RoofsFlat Roofs

�� Popular for a wide variety of structuresPopular for a wide variety of structures

�� Wood rafters are 2” x 6” or larger lumberWood rafters are 2” x 6” or larger lumber

�� Rafters are laid across outside walls but also Rafters are laid across outside walls but also 
can be suspended by joist hangerscan be suspended by joist hangers

�� Older roofs might have “bridging” or Older roofs might have “bridging” or 
“scissor” bracing to increase lateral stability“scissor” bracing to increase lateral stability

�� Roof decking can be 1” x 6” sheathing or Roof decking can be 1” x 6” sheathing or 
plywood sheetingplywood sheeting
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Residential Residential 
Lightweight ConstructionLightweight Construction

Residential      Residential      
Lightweight ConstructionLightweight Construction

�� Does not derive strength from sizeDoes not derive strength from size
�� Strength comes from multiple members being in Strength comes from multiple members being in 

compression and tensioncompression and tension
�� Dependent on the sum of the other membersDependent on the sum of the other members
�� If one member fails, others will follow!!If one member fails, others will follow!!
�� 2” x 3” and 2” x 4” material are the standard2” x 3” and 2” x 4” material are the standard
�� Members held together by metal gusset platesMembers held together by metal gusset plates
�� Metal gusset plates vary in size, thickness and Metal gusset plates vary in size, thickness and 

depth of penetration (18 gauge with 3/8” depth of penetration (18 gauge with 3/8” 
penetration is commonpenetration is common))

ResidentialResidential
Lightweight ConstructionLightweight Construction

�� HazardsHazards
–– Metal gusset plate connectors equal a short Metal gusset plate connectors equal a short 

burning time and potential early failure rateburning time and potential early failure rate
–– If one member fails, others will follow!!If one member fails, others will follow!!
–– Bottom chord acts as the ceiling joist, so Bottom chord acts as the ceiling joist, so 

potential total roof collapsepotential total roof collapse
–– Newer roofs use ½” or 3/8” plywood or OSB, Newer roofs use ½” or 3/8” plywood or OSB, 

which has a faster burning rate which will fail which has a faster burning rate which will fail 
quickerquicker

–– Misidentification of lightweight construction due Misidentification of lightweight construction due 
to rafter tailsto rafter tails
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Residential Residential 
Lightweight ConstructionLightweight Construction

ResidentialResidential
Lightweight ConstructionLightweight Construction

Residential Residential 
Lightweight ConstructionLightweight Construction
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• http://www.sbcindustry.com/virtualtour.php

Residential ConstructionResidential Construction

Residential ConstructionResidential Construction
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Residential ConstructionResidential Construction

Residential ConstructionResidential Construction

Residential Construction Residential Construction 
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Residential ConstructionResidential Construction
Balloon Type ConstructionBalloon Type Construction

�� Developed 1845Developed 1845

�� Popular in 1920’s, Popular in 1920’s, 
1930’s and 1940’s1930’s and 1940’s

�� Two or more storiesTwo or more stories

�� Single family Single family 
dwelling       dwelling       

�� MultiMulti--story story 
habitational habitational 
occupanciesoccupancies

Residential ConstructionResidential Construction
Balloon Type ConstructionBalloon Type Construction

�� RoughRough--cut 2x4 inch cut 2x4 inch 
studs studs 

�� Ledger board Ledger board 

�� Does not utilize Does not utilize 
horizontal fire horizontal fire 
blockingblocking

Residential ConstructionResidential Construction
Platform Type ConstructionPlatform Type Construction

�� Utilizes fire blockingUtilizes fire blocking

�� Method of framingMethod of framing

�� Floor joists and sub Floor joists and sub 
floor of each story rest floor of each story rest 
on double top plate of on double top plate of 
the story belowthe story below
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Residential ConstructionResidential Construction
Interior Wall ConstructionInterior Wall Construction

�� Wood lath with plaster Wood lath with plaster 
coveringcovering

�� Enhances upward Enhances upward 
spread of the firespread of the fire

�� PaperPaper--backed backed 
insulationinsulation

Conventional Construction Conventional Construction 
Roof SheathingRoof Sheathing

�� Roof Sheathing  1” x 6” materialRoof Sheathing  1” x 6” material

–– StraightStraight

–– SpacedSpaced

–– DiagonalDiagonal

�� Roof Sheeting   4’ x 8’ materialRoof Sheeting   4’ x 8’ material

–– Plywood, OSB, Particle boardPlywood, OSB, Particle board

Straight SheathingStraight Sheathing
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Spaced SheathingSpaced Sheathing

Diagonal SheathingDiagonal Sheathing

Diagonal SheathingD iagonal Sheathing

Post-1933Post-1933

SheetingSheeting
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Residential ConstructionResidential Construction
Roofing MaterialRoofing Material

�� Wood shinglesWood shingles

�� Composition shinglesComposition shingles

�� Spanish tilesSpanish tiles

�� Clay/Slate tilesClay/Slate tiles

�� Rolled compositionRolled composition

�� Hot moppedHot mopped

�� Tar and gravelTar and gravel

�� MetalMetal

�� Lightweight ConcreteLightweight Concrete

Wood ShinglesWood Shingles

Composition ShinglesComposition Shingles
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Spanish TilesSpanish Tiles

Rolled CompositionRolled Composition

Tar and GravelTar and Gravel
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Metal RoofsMetal Roofs

Lightweight ConcreteLightweight Concrete

Ribbed RoofRibbed Roof
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Special Considerations for Special Considerations for 
Residential ConstructionResidential Construction

Special Considerations for Special Considerations for 
Residential ConstructionResidential Construction

Special Considerations for Special Considerations for 
Residential ConstructionResidential Construction
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Special Considerations for Special Considerations for 
Residential ConstructionResidential Construction

COMMERCIAL COMMERCIAL 
CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Commercial Construction Commercial Construction 
Conventional Roof StylesConventional Roof Styles

�� Bridge Truss RoofBridge Truss Roof

�� Arched RoofsArched Roofs

–– Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

–– BowstringBowstring

–– LamellaLamella

�� Sawtooth RoofSawtooth Roof

�� Flat RoofFlat Roof
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Bridge Truss RoofBridge Truss Roof

Bridge Truss RoofBridge Truss Roof

Bridge Truss RoofBridge Truss Roof

�� Found on various types and sizes of Found on various types and sizes of 
commercial buildings built in the 20s, commercial buildings built in the 20s, 
30s, and 40s30s, and 40s

�� Truss members built from 2” x 12” Truss members built from 2” x 12” 
lumber lumber 

�� Metal tie rods for additional supportMetal tie rods for additional support

�� Rafters are 2” x 6” or largerRafters are 2” x 6” or larger

�� Straight or Diagonal sheathing with Straight or Diagonal sheathing with 
possible plywood retrofitpossible plywood retrofit
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Bridge Truss RoofBridge Truss Roof

Bridge Truss RoofBridge Truss Roof

Bridge Truss RoofBridge Truss Roof

�� StrengthsStrengths
–– Well constructed with large lumberWell constructed with large lumber

–– Do not expect early failure/collapseDo not expect early failure/collapse

–– Easily identified by sloping sides and endsEasily identified by sloping sides and ends

–– Perimeter is strong area of buildingPerimeter is strong area of building

�� HazardsHazards
–– Strength derived from size of lumber and spanStrength derived from size of lumber and span

–– It is a truss, although conventional construction, It is a truss, although conventional construction, 
Take caution if trusses are heavily involved in Take caution if trusses are heavily involved in 
firefire

–– Underside is usually exposed Underside is usually exposed 
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Arched RoofsArched Roofs
Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

�� Similar construction to Bridge Truss RoofSimilar construction to Bridge Truss Roof

�� Sometimes called a BowstringSometimes called a Bowstring

�� Constructed in early to mid 1900’sConstructed in early to mid 1900’s

�� 2” x 12” to 2” x 14” lumber used to 2” x 12” to 2” x 14” lumber used to 
construct trussesconstruct trusses

�� Very well constructedVery well constructed

�� Rafters are 2” x 6” or largerRafters are 2” x 6” or larger

�� Straight or diagonal sheathing with plywood Straight or diagonal sheathing with plywood 
retroretro--fitfit

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss
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Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss
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Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

�� StrengthsStrengths
–– Early failure/collapse should not be a primary concernEarly failure/collapse should not be a primary concern

–– Strong areas are perimeter, trusses, and raftersStrong areas are perimeter, trusses, and rafters

–– Can travel down center of roof to visualize total roof and Can travel down center of roof to visualize total roof and 
structurestructure

�� HazardsHazards
–– Size and age of the lumber and the spans of the archesSize and age of the lumber and the spans of the arches

–– Converted attics/modified roomsConverted attics/modified rooms

–– Added weight can modify load capacity of trussesAdded weight can modify load capacity of trusses

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss
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Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss

Arched Rib TrussArched Rib Truss
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Bowstring/Tied ArchBowstring/Tied Arch

�� Similar in external appearance to arched rib truss Similar in external appearance to arched rib truss 
and lamella roofsand lamella roofs

�� Uses metal tie rods to offer lateral support to the Uses metal tie rods to offer lateral support to the 
perimeter walls of the buildingperimeter walls of the building

�� Tie rods (5/8”) with turnbuckles below each archTie rods (5/8”) with turnbuckles below each arch

�� Tie rods may pass through exterior walls to outside Tie rods may pass through exterior walls to outside 
plates, facilitating ID of this roofplates, facilitating ID of this roof

�� Top chords can be 2” x 10” material or largerTop chords can be 2” x 10” material or larger

�� Rafters can be 2” x 6” or largerRafters can be 2” x 6” or larger

Bowstring/TiedBowstring/Tied

Bowstring/Tied ArchBowstring/Tied Arch
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Bowstring/Tied ArchBowstring/Tied Arch

Bowstring/Tied ArchBowstring/Tied Arch

Bowstring/TiedBowstring/Tied
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Bowstring/TiedBowstring/Tied

�� StrengthsStrengths

–– Uses large size lumberUses large size lumber

–– Perimeter is strongest part of the buildingPerimeter is strongest part of the building

�� HazardsHazards

–– Early failure of tie rods and turnbucklesEarly failure of tie rods and turnbuckles

–– Depending on type of fire, could be Depending on type of fire, could be 
susceptible to total failuresusceptible to total failure

Bowstring/TiedBowstring/Tied

LamellaLamella

�� Egg crate, geometric, or diamond Egg crate, geometric, or diamond 
patterned roofpatterned roof

�� Constructed of 2” x 12” lumber with Constructed of 2” x 12” lumber with 
steel plates and bolts at framing steel plates and bolts at framing 
junctionsjunctions

�� Straight or diagonal sheathing with 1” Straight or diagonal sheathing with 1” 
x 6”x 6”

�� Common on gymnasiums, recreational Common on gymnasiums, recreational 
buildings, and large supermarketsbuildings, and large supermarkets
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LamellaLamella

LamellaLamella

LamellaLamella
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LamellaLamella

LamellaLamella

�� StrengthsStrengths

–– Solidly builtSolidly built

–– Perimeter of building is strongestPerimeter of building is strongest

�� HazardsHazards

–– Roof collapse may occur if fire removes Roof collapse may occur if fire removes 
more than 20 percent of the roof more than 20 percent of the roof 
structurestructure

Sawtooth Sawtooth 

�� Used to yield additional light and ventilation Used to yield additional light and ventilation 
to manufacturingto manufacturing--type occupanciestype occupancies

�� 2” x 8” or larger lumber2” x 8” or larger lumber

�� Use wood or metal supports for bracingUse wood or metal supports for bracing

�� Sloping portion is 1” x 6” sheathing or Sloping portion is 1” x 6” sheathing or 
plywood sheetingplywood sheeting

�� Glass is used on the vertical portion of the Glass is used on the vertical portion of the 
roofroof
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SawtoothSawtooth

SawtoothSawtooth

SawtoothSawtooth

�� 9 out of 10 9 out of 10 
sawtooth roofs sawtooth roofs 
should be should be 
conventional type conventional type 
constructionconstruction

�� This picture is This picture is 
considered considered 
lightweight because lightweight because 
of metal bracing of metal bracing 
and metal sheetingand metal sheeting
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SawtoothSawtooth

�� StrengthsStrengths
–– Well constructedWell constructed

–– Easy to ventilate Easy to ventilate –– by opening hinged by opening hinged 
panes of glass or breaking glasspanes of glass or breaking glass

�� HazardsHazards
–– Underside of roof is open and exposed to Underside of roof is open and exposed to 

structurestructure

–– Newer sawtooth uses 1/2” plywood which Newer sawtooth uses 1/2” plywood which 
provides little resistance to fireprovides little resistance to fire

Flat RoofsFlat Roofs
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction

�� Popular for a wide variety of structuresPopular for a wide variety of structures

�� Wood rafters are 2” x 6” or larger lumberWood rafters are 2” x 6” or larger lumber

�� Rafters are laid across outside walls but also can be Rafters are laid across outside walls but also can be 
suspended by joist hangerssuspended by joist hangers

�� Older roofs might have “bridging” or “scissor” Older roofs might have “bridging” or “scissor” 
bracing to increase lateral stabilitybracing to increase lateral stability

�� Roof decking can be 1” x 6” sheathing or plywood Roof decking can be 1” x 6” sheathing or plywood 
sheetingsheeting

Flat RoofsFlat Roofs
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
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Flat RoofsFlat Roofs
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction

Flat RoofsFlat Roofs
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction

Flat RoofsFlat Roofs
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction
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Flat RoofsFlat Roofs
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction

Flat RoofsFlat Roofs
Conventional ConstructionConventional Construction

�� StrengthsStrengths
–– PerimeterPerimeter

–– Rafters (Dependent on size of rafter and Rafters (Dependent on size of rafter and 
spacing)spacing)

–– Do we need an inspection cut???Do we need an inspection cut???

�� HazardsHazards
–– Degree of hazard is based on rafter size, span Degree of hazard is based on rafter size, span 

and spacingand spacing

–– Plywood decking offers minimal structural Plywood decking offers minimal structural 
integrity under fire conditionsintegrity under fire conditions

Commercial ConstructionCommercial Construction
Lightweight Roof StylesLightweight Roof Styles

�� Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

�� Open Web TrussOpen Web Truss

�� Open Web Bar Joist Open Web Bar Joist 

�� Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

�� Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized
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Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

�� Roof consists of three main componentsRoof consists of three main components

–– Top ChordTop Chord

–– Bottom ChordBottom Chord

–– StemStem

�� Top Chord/Bottom Chord Top Chord/Bottom Chord 

–– 2” x 3” or 2” x 4”2” x 3” or 2” x 4”

�� Stem Stem 

–– 3/8” particle board, chip board, or plywood3/8” particle board, chip board, or plywood

Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

�� Very unstable laterally until braced by Very unstable laterally until braced by 
nail blocksnail blocks

�� Common rafter spacing Common rafter spacing –– 12” to 24”12” to 24”

�� Diaphragm nailing is used to nail Diaphragm nailing is used to nail 
sheeting onto “I” beamssheeting onto “I” beams
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Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

�� StrengthsStrengths
–– Strong area of roof is perimeter and main beams Strong area of roof is perimeter and main beams 

if construction permitsif construction permits

�� HazardsHazards
–– Lightweight construction takes minimal time to Lightweight construction takes minimal time to 

burnburn
–– Buildings can be found with open or unprotected Buildings can be found with open or unprotected 

chordschords
–– Utility lines can be drilled through stemUtility lines can be drilled through stem
–– Be aware of nailing blocks within the Be aware of nailing blocks within the 

constructionconstruction
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Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

Wooden “I” BeamWooden “I” Beam

Open Web TrussOpen Web Truss

�� Consists of top and bottom, parallel Consists of top and bottom, parallel 
wooden chords that are cross wooden chords that are cross 
connected by steel tube web membersconnected by steel tube web members

�� Steel tube web members are 1” to 2” Steel tube web members are 1” to 2” 
cold rolled steel tubing and flattened cold rolled steel tubing and flattened 
at the ends and connected to the at the ends and connected to the 
parallel chordsparallel chords
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Open Web TrussOpen Web Truss

Open Web TrussOpen Web Truss

Open Web TrussOpen Web Truss
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Open Web TrussOpen Web Truss

�� Spans up to 70 feet are possible using Spans up to 70 feet are possible using 
2” x 3” or 2” x 4” as the top and 2” x 3” or 2” x 4” as the top and 
bottom chord membersbottom chord members

�� The chord material can be glued finger The chord material can be glued finger 
joints to create that spanjoints to create that span

�� Rafter spacing is normally 2’ onRafter spacing is normally 2’ on--centercenter

Open Web Design Gusset Open Web Design Gusset 
TrussTruss

Open Web Bar Joist TrussOpen Web Bar Joist Truss

�� Metal/Steel can replace the wooden Metal/Steel can replace the wooden 
parallel top and bottom chordsparallel top and bottom chords
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Open Web Bar JoistOpen Web Bar Joist

�� Used in a wide variety of buildingsUsed in a wide variety of buildings

�� Top and bottom chords usually made Top and bottom chords usually made 
of 1/8” to ¼” angle ironof 1/8” to ¼” angle iron

�� Web supports are solid 5/8” steel barsWeb supports are solid 5/8” steel bars

�� Large buildings can use bar joists Large buildings can use bar joists 
acting as girders up to 45 feet apartacting as girders up to 45 feet apart

�� Corrugated metal or plywood decking Corrugated metal or plywood decking 
for roof materialfor roof material

Open Web Bar Joist TrussOpen Web Bar Joist Truss

Open Web Bar JoistOpen Web Bar Joist

�� StrengthsStrengths

–– Perimeter of the buildingPerimeter of the building

�� HazardsHazards

–– Metal exposed to fire (1000 degrees) will Metal exposed to fire (1000 degrees) will 
expand, twist and possibly failexpand, twist and possibly fail

–– Travel fire between multiple layers of Travel fire between multiple layers of 
paper, insulation materials, and metal paper, insulation materials, and metal 
decking maybe difficult to extinguishdecking maybe difficult to extinguish
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Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

�� Wood trusses predominantly Wood trusses predominantly 
composed of 2” x 4” held together composed of 2” x 4” held together 
metal gusset plate connectorsmetal gusset plate connectors

�� Metal gusset plate connectors vary in Metal gusset plate connectors vary in 
size, thickness, and depth of size, thickness, and depth of 
penetrationpenetration

�� Trusses can span up to 80 feetTrusses can span up to 80 feet

Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

�� StrengthsStrengths
–– Strong area of the roof is area where Strong area of the roof is area where 

trusses crosses outside bearing wall trusses crosses outside bearing wall 
(Cantilever applications)(Cantilever applications)

�� HazardsHazards
–– Short burning time and early failure of Short burning time and early failure of 

roofroof

–– Rapid and total collapse is commonRapid and total collapse is common

–– Decking comprised of 3/8” or ½” plywoodDecking comprised of 3/8” or ½” plywood
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Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

Note: The top 
cord rests 
freely on the 
ledger board.
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Metal Gusset/G.N.P TrussMetal Gusset/G.N.P Truss

Note: The bottom 
cord is free 
hanging.

Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized

Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized

�� Consists of 4 major componentsConsists of 4 major components

–– Beams (laminated wood or metal)Beams (laminated wood or metal)

–– PurlinsPurlins

–– 2x4 joist2x4 joist

–– ½” plywood decking½” plywood decking
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Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- BeamsBeams

�� 6”x 36” is common6”x 36” is common

�� Beams are supported Beams are supported 
at ends by pilasters, at ends by pilasters, 
wood or steel posts, or wood or steel posts, or 
saddlessaddles

�� Beams may be bolted Beams may be bolted 
together to provide together to provide 
lengths in excess of lengths in excess of 
100 feet100 feet

�� Spaced between                                      Spaced between                                      
12 to 40 feet12 to 40 feet

Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- PurlinsPurlins

�� 4” x 12” is common4” x 12” is common

�� Spaced 8 feet apartSpaced 8 feet apart

�� Skylights can Skylights can 
dictate purlin dictate purlin 
directiondirection

�� MGP trusses are MGP trusses are 
substituting substituting 
conventional purlinsconventional purlins

Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- PurlinsPurlins
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Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- JoistsJoists

�� 2”x 4”x 92 ¼” is 2”x 4”x 92 ¼” is 
commoncommon

�� Installed with metal Installed with metal 
hangershangers

�� 2 foot on center                             2 foot on center                             
between purlinsbetween purlins

Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- DeckingDecking

�� Sheets of 4x8x½” plywoodSheets of 4x8x½” plywood

�� Covered with composition Covered with composition 
roofing materialroofing material

�� Three layer insulation paper Three layer insulation paper 
stapled to the underside: stapled to the underside: 
Tar impregnated kraft Tar impregnated kraft 
paper covered by thin paper covered by thin 
aluminum foilaluminum foil

�� Kraft paper reduces smoke Kraft paper reduces smoke 
exiting for kerf cut smoke exiting for kerf cut smoke 
indicatorsindicators

Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized
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Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- PilastersPilasters

Three Eras:

� 1960’s  External

� 1970’s  Internal

� 1980’s  Seam, Seamless, Double seam

Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- PilastersPilasters

Flat Panelized Flat Panelized -- PilastersPilasters
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Flat Panelized Flat Panelized –– PilastersPilasters

Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized

Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized
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Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized

Flat PanelizedFlat Panelized

Type Of ConstructionType Of Construction

�� Type I Type I –– Fire Resistive (Steel Coated, Fire Resistive (Steel Coated, 
Concrete)Concrete)

�� Type II Type II –– Non Combustible (Cinder Non Combustible (Cinder 
Block/Steel)Block/Steel)

�� Type III Type III –– Ordinary (Masonry Walls/Wood)Ordinary (Masonry Walls/Wood)

�� Type IV Type IV –– Heavy Timber (Beam/Column)Heavy Timber (Beam/Column)

�� Type V Type V –– Light Framed (Wood Frame)Light Framed (Wood Frame)
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Type I and II Concrete Type I and II Concrete 
Construction MethodsConstruction Methods

�� Tilt UpTilt Up

–– These buildings are made of concrete These buildings are made of concrete 
slabs that have been “tilted up” into place slabs that have been “tilted up” into place 
to form exterior walls of a structure.  to form exterior walls of a structure.  
These buildings are easily identified by These buildings are easily identified by 
their exterior appearance and can be up their exterior appearance and can be up 
to five stories in height.to five stories in height.

Type I and II Concrete Type I and II Concrete 
Construction MethodsConstruction Methods

�� Expect to find lightweight construction in the Expect to find lightweight construction in the 
interior walls, floors, (if multiple story) and roof.  interior walls, floors, (if multiple story) and roof.  
Lightweight roof construction may be comprised of Lightweight roof construction may be comprised of 
2” X 4” or 2” X 3” in tension and compression and 2” X 4” or 2” X 3” in tension and compression and 
extensive use of 1/2” plywood.  These contribute to extensive use of 1/2” plywood.  These contribute to 
rapid spread of fire and early roof collapse.  rapid spread of fire and early roof collapse.  
Ventilation operations on this type of roof are Ventilation operations on this type of roof are 
dangerous unless personnel are properly trained.dangerous unless personnel are properly trained.

�� The modern “tilt up” with its characteristic flat roof The modern “tilt up” with its characteristic flat roof 
has increased the popularity of the facade.  That has increased the popularity of the facade.  That 
style of construction allows increased areas of fire style of construction allows increased areas of fire 
spread and collapse potential that may threaten spread and collapse potential that may threaten 
personnel close to the exterior of the building.personnel close to the exterior of the building.

Type I and II Type I and II 
ConstructionConstruction
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Type I and II Type I and II 
ConstructionConstruction

Type I and II Curtain Wall Type I and II Curtain Wall 
ConstructionConstruction
�� This method has dramatically cut the time necessary to complete the This method has dramatically cut the time necessary to complete the 

multimulti--story and high rise buildings by bolting prestory and high rise buildings by bolting pre--fabricated panels fabricated panels 
on the exterior of buildings.  Generally, a skeleton is constructed of on the exterior of buildings.  Generally, a skeleton is constructed of 
steel beams.  Presteel beams.  Pre--fabricated panels made from materials such as fabricated panels made from materials such as 
lightweight concrete, slate, granite, fiberglass, glass panels, etc., are lightweight concrete, slate, granite, fiberglass, glass panels, etc., are 
bolted into place utilizing metal brackets on the panels that mate to bolted into place utilizing metal brackets on the panels that mate to 
metal brackets on the steel beams of the building.  These panels can metal brackets on the steel beams of the building.  These panels can 
also be bolted to sheet metal or aluminum outriggers/struts that are also be bolted to sheet metal or aluminum outriggers/struts that are 
attached to the steel beams.  Once the decorative panels have been attached to the steel beams.  Once the decorative panels have been 
installed, glass panels or windows are installed to complete the installed, glass panels or windows are installed to complete the 
exterior of the building.  Once the exterior of the building is exterior of the building.  Once the exterior of the building is 
completed, the interior can be completed without interference from completed, the interior can be completed without interference from 
the weather.  Depending on the particular method that is employed the weather.  Depending on the particular method that is employed 
“curtain” construction can be 60% faster than conventional “curtain” construction can be 60% faster than conventional 
construction.construction.

Type I and II Curtain Wall Type I and II Curtain Wall 
ConstructionConstruction
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Type I and II Curtain Wall Type I and II Curtain Wall 
ConstructionConstruction

�� HazardsHazards
–– Steel exposed to fire or sufficient heat begins to Steel exposed to fire or sufficient heat begins to 

lose its structural integrity at 1000 degrees F.  lose its structural integrity at 1000 degrees F.  
Aluminum exposed to the same conditions will Aluminum exposed to the same conditions will 
lose its tensile strength and possibly fail in a lose its tensile strength and possibly fail in a 
shorter time period.  Because exterior panels are shorter time period.  Because exterior panels are 
structurally dependent on metal brackets or structurally dependent on metal brackets or 
struts, expect exterior panel failure when this struts, expect exterior panel failure when this 
type of construction is exposed to fire.type of construction is exposed to fire.

–– Large glass panels have replaced conventional Large glass panels have replaced conventional 
windows.  Glass panels can also be expected to windows.  Glass panels can also be expected to 
fail when exposed to fire or sufficient heat.fail when exposed to fire or sufficient heat.

Type III Type III -- OrdinaryOrdinary

�� Pre 1933 unreinforced masonry buildingsPre 1933 unreinforced masonry buildings
�� Ordinary construction that present extreme Ordinary construction that present extreme 

hazards to personnel under fire and hazards to personnel under fire and 
earthquake conditions.earthquake conditions.
–– Mortar consisting of lime and sand only. (No Mortar consisting of lime and sand only. (No 

cement)cement)
–– Lack of steel reinforcement (no rebar)Lack of steel reinforcement (no rebar)
–– Brick exterior walls up to 13” thickBrick exterior walls up to 13” thick
–– Often have parapets and facades attached to the Often have parapets and facades attached to the 

frontfront
–– Floor joists are let into the brick exterior wallsFloor joists are let into the brick exterior walls

Type III Type III –– OrdinaryOrdinary
Unreinforced MasonryUnreinforced Masonry

�� Rafter tieRafter tie--plates on the exterior of a building(rafter tie plates can be found on remodeled plates on the exterior of a building(rafter tie plates can be found on remodeled 
“new” appearing buildings).  These exterior plates on a masonry building indicate that “new” appearing buildings).  These exterior plates on a masonry building indicate that 
the joists and rafters of the building are anchored to the exterior walls.the joists and rafters of the building are anchored to the exterior walls.

�� A bondA bond--beam cap of concrete on top of parapet walls.  Concrete bond beams may also beam cap of concrete on top of parapet walls.  Concrete bond beams may also 
have been added for strength over the windows and between the seconds floors of have been added for strength over the windows and between the seconds floors of 
multimulti--story buildings.  This is a common technique used for additional strength for story buildings.  This is a common technique used for additional strength for 
exterior walls.exterior walls.

�� Deeply recessed window frames.  Window frames are “set” to the inside of the wall, Deeply recessed window frames.  Window frames are “set” to the inside of the wall, 
thereby exposing about 8 inches of brick return on the exterior of a building.  The walls thereby exposing about 8 inches of brick return on the exterior of a building.  The walls 

are at least 13 inches thick.are at least 13 inches thick.

�� Windows may have arched or straight lintels.Windows may have arched or straight lintels.

�� The lime mortar between the bricks is white, porous, sandy, and may be easily rubbed The lime mortar between the bricks is white, porous, sandy, and may be easily rubbed 
away by a fingernail, knife, etc.  In some cases, the bricks have not been uniformly laid away by a fingernail, knife, etc.  In some cases, the bricks have not been uniformly laid 
and the workmanship appears sloppy.and the workmanship appears sloppy.

�� In every fourth to seventh row of bricks, one row will have been laid “onIn every fourth to seventh row of bricks, one row will have been laid “on--end.”  This row end.”  This row 
of bricks is referred to as the “king row” and is for additional strength.of bricks is referred to as the “king row” and is for additional strength.
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Pre 1933Pre 1933

Pre 1933Pre 1933

Pre 1933Pre 1933
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Pre 1933Pre 1933

Pre 1933Pre 1933

Type III Type III –– Ordinary Post Ordinary Post 
19331933
�� After the disastrous Long Beach Earthquake of 1933, building codes After the disastrous Long Beach Earthquake of 1933, building codes 

were revised to provide better earthquake safety for new masonry were revised to provide better earthquake safety for new masonry 

buildings.buildings.

–– Exterior walls were required to be at least nine inches thickExterior walls were required to be at least nine inches thick

–– Masonry walls were required to be reinforced with steel rebar Masonry walls were required to be reinforced with steel rebar 

(star plates)(star plates)

–– All joists and rafters were required to be anchored to the exterior All joists and rafters were required to be anchored to the exterior 

walls usually by attaching a ledger board with hangerswalls usually by attaching a ledger board with hangers

–– Cement was required to be utilized into the mortarCement was required to be utilized into the mortar

–– Roof sheeting was required on diagonal sheetingRoof sheeting was required on diagonal sheeting
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�� After the Tehachapi Earthquake of 1959, building After the Tehachapi Earthquake of 1959, building 
codes were modified to require the following codes were modified to require the following 
retroactive corrections on existing buildings retroactive corrections on existing buildings 
masonry construction:masonry construction:

–– A four to six concrete bond beam cap to be laid on top of A four to six concrete bond beam cap to be laid on top of 

lowered parapet walls along public ways and exitslowered parapet walls along public ways and exits

–– Parapet walls drilled at the roof rafter level and a steel anchor Parapet walls drilled at the roof rafter level and a steel anchor 

bar/rod installed every four feet and attached to the existing roof bar/rod installed every four feet and attached to the existing roof 
rafter.  This modification rendered the fire cut of the roof rafter rafter.  This modification rendered the fire cut of the roof rafter 

ineffective.  ineffective.  

–– The steel anchor bar/rods are secured to the exterior of the The steel anchor bar/rods are secured to the exterior of the 

building by a plate/nut combination that is known as “rafter building by a plate/nut combination that is known as “rafter 
plates.”plates.”

TYPE III TYPE III –– Ordinary Post Ordinary Post 
19591959

Post 1959Post 1959

Post 1959Post 1959
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Post 1959Post 1959

Post 1959Post 1959

Type III Type III –– OrdinaryOrdinary
Post 1971Post 1971

�� The Sylmar Earthquake of 1971 provided the motivation to The Sylmar Earthquake of 1971 provided the motivation to 

further modify existing buildings of unreinforced masonry further modify existing buildings of unreinforced masonry 
construction.  A committee was formed to evaluate these construction.  A committee was formed to evaluate these 

buildings and review current building codes.  That review was buildings and review current building codes.  That review was 

instrumental in additional retroactive corrections (Earthquake instrumental in additional retroactive corrections (Earthquake 
Ordinance) designed to prevent exterior walls from collapsing Ordinance) designed to prevent exterior walls from collapsing 

outward by stabilizing the building by:outward by stabilizing the building by:
–– Anchoring walls to floors and roof systemsAnchoring walls to floors and roof systems

–– Strengthening roof construction (plywood, metal Strengthening roof construction (plywood, metal straps,etcstraps,etc))
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Post 1971Post 1971

Post 1971Post 1971

Post 1971Post 1971
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Type IV ConstructionType IV Construction
Heavy TimberHeavy Timber

Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Frame and StuccoFrame and Stucco
�� These buildings are used in a wide variety of applications, old and These buildings are used in a wide variety of applications, old and 

new.  Although they are structurally sound, the stucco exterior walls new.  Although they are structurally sound, the stucco exterior walls 

can support extensive remodel additions and/or conventional or can support extensive remodel additions and/or conventional or 
lightweight construction.  The difference in construction can be lightweight construction.  The difference in construction can be 

detected by a prior knowledge of the building (predetected by a prior knowledge of the building (pre--planning) or planning) or 
recognizing the difference between an “old or new style” of building.recognizing the difference between an “old or new style” of building.

�� HazardsHazards

–– Vertical spread of the fire through the walls is a possibility (if Vertical spread of the fire through the walls is a possibility (if 
balloon construction is present)  However, this is controlled by balloon construction is present)  However, this is controlled by 

horizontal fire blocking is present.horizontal fire blocking is present.

–– Lightweight construction.  The age of the building is a key factor Lightweight construction.  The age of the building is a key factor 

in identification of this construction.in identification of this construction.

Type V ConstructionType V Construction
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Type V ConstructionType V Construction

Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs

�� A mansard can be defined as an “identifiable style of A mansard can be defined as an “identifiable style of 

construction on the exterior of a building that will conceal and construction on the exterior of a building that will conceal and 
spread the travel (extension) of fire.   spread the travel (extension) of fire.   

�� External atticsExternal attics

�� Mansards/Facades are utilized to conceal equipment and Mansards/Facades are utilized to conceal equipment and 

machinery on flat roofs.machinery on flat roofs.

�� As the popularity, utilization, and complexity of the mansard As the popularity, utilization, and complexity of the mansard 

increases, so does the impact on firefighting operations.increases, so does the impact on firefighting operations.

�� The following four areas should be considered when The following four areas should be considered when 
confronted with this construction.confronted with this construction.

Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs

�� OVERHANGOVERHANG
Consider the Consider the 
distance a mansard distance a mansard 
extends from the extends from the 
buildingbuilding
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Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs

�� Mansard HEIGHTMansard HEIGHT

–– Mansard height and Mansard height and 
shape will affect the shape will affect the 
stability, the amount stability, the amount 
of building material of building material 
that is utilized, and that is utilized, and 
the potential path of the potential path of 
fire.  Roofline and fire.  Roofline and 
laddering are major laddering are major 
considerations.considerations.

TYPE V ConstructionTYPE V Construction
Mansard/OverhangsMansard/Overhangs

�� SUPPORTED or SUPPORTED or 
UNSUPPORTEDUNSUPPORTED

–– The structural stability The structural stability 
of a mansard will be of a mansard will be 

enhanced if supported enhanced if supported 

by pillars, posts, or by pillars, posts, or 
other means that are other means that are 

used for style or used for style or 

decorationdecoration

Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs

�� Height from RoofHeight from Roof
–– When confronted with a When confronted with a 

mansard, an area that is mansard, an area that is 

often neglected is the often neglected is the 
distance from the distance from the 

mansard to the roofline.  mansard to the roofline.  

Mansards can conceal or Mansards can conceal or 
hide the rooflinehide the roofline
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Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs

Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs

Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs
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Type V ConstructionType V Construction
Mansards/OverhangsMansards/Overhangs

In Closing…In Closing…

�� Study and Review components of Study and Review components of 
building construction….  building construction….  Building Building 
Construction is always changing!!!!!Construction is always changing!!!!!

�� Review operations every morning at Review operations every morning at 
lineup….lineup….

�� Learn your districts….Learn your districts….

�� PrePre--Planning!!!!Planning!!!!

Special Thanks…..Special Thanks…..

�� John John MittendorfMittendorf –– “Truck Company Operations”“Truck Company Operations”

�� Richard Richard BranniganBrannigan –– “Building Construction for the Fire “Building Construction for the Fire 

Service”Service”

�� IFSTA IFSTA –– “Building Construction”“Building Construction”

�� Los Angeles City Fire DepartmentLos Angeles City Fire Department

�� Glendale Fire Department Glendale Fire Department 

�� Burbank Fire DepartmentBurbank Fire Department

�� Los Angeles County Fire DepartmentLos Angeles County Fire Department

�� Engineer Martine Engineer Martine DetroDetro

�� Engineer Jeremy FrazierEngineer Jeremy Frazier

�� Firefighter Steve ChuteFirefighter Steve Chute


